Association of alcohol dehydrogenase 1C gene *1/*2 polymorphism with alcohol Dependence(AD) in Turkey: A meta-analysis.
Previous studies have investigated the association between ADH1C *1/*2 polymorphism and alcohol dependence (AD), but have yielded controversial results in Turkey. Therefore, in an effort to illustrate whether ADH1C *1/*2 polymorphism is associated with AD risk in Turkish population, we used meta analysis to synthetically evaluate the effect of ADH1C *1/*2 polymorphism on AD. Publications were identified by searching in PubMed and EMBASE databases. Four eligible studies involving 400 controls and 421 cases were included in this study. Overall, there is a significant association between ADH1C *1/*2 polymorphism and AD risk in the allelic model (OR = 1.66, 95% CI = 1.05-2.62, P = 0.03) and recessive model (OR = 1.72, 95% CI = 1.14-2.58, P = 0.01), while no significance was discovered in the dominant genetic model, homozygote model and heterozygotemodel. No publication bias was indicated from Begg's and Egger's test. Our meta-analysis results suggested that a potential relationship between ADH1C *1/*2 polymorphism and AD risk in Turkish population. Further studies are confirmed to resolve this question about the etiological mechanisms of the correlation.